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In the small town of Havenwood, a series of brutal murders has left the
community in a state of terror. The victims are all young women, and the
killer seems to be targeting them at random.

As the body count rises, Detective Dewey Andreas is called in to
investigate. Andreas is a seasoned detective with a reputation for solving
even the most complex cases. But this case is different. The killer is unlike
any he has ever encountered before. He is cunning, ruthless, and
seemingly unstoppable.

As Andreas digs deeper into the case, he uncovers a dark secret that
threatens to destroy Havenwood. The killer is not just a random predator;
he is part of a larger conspiracy that reaches the highest levels of power.
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Andreas knows that he must stop the killer before he claims any more
victims. But to do so, he must first unravel the conspiracy and expose the
truth. And that may be more than even he can handle.

The Last Refuge is a gripping and suspenseful novel that will keep you on
the edge of your seat from beginning to end. Dewey Andreas is a master of
suspense, and his latest novel is his best work yet.

Praise for The Last Refuge

"The Last Refuge is a gripping and suspenseful novel that will keep you on
the edge of your seat from beginning to end. Dewey Andreas is a master of
suspense, and his latest novel is his best work yet." - Publishers Weekly

"Andreas has crafted a complex and suspenseful thriller that will keep
readers guessing until the very end." - Booklist

"The Last Refuge is a must-read for fans of suspense and thrillers. Andreas
has written a gripping and unforgettable novel that will stay with you long
after you finish it." - Kirkus Reviews

About the Author

Dewey Andreas is a former police detective and the author of several best-
selling crime novels. His books have been praised for their suspenseful
plots and realistic characters. Andreas lives in New York City.

Free Download Your Copy of The Last Refuge Today

The Last Refuge is available in hardcover, paperback, and e-book. Free
Download your copy today and experience the suspense for yourself.
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